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Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to show how one can obtain several interesting
reduction formulae for Lauricella functions from a multiple hypergeometric series
identity established earlier by Jaimini et al. The results are derived with the help of
generalized Kummer’s second summation formulas obtained earlier by Lavoi et al.
Some special cases of our main result are explicitly demonstrated.
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1 Introduction and results required
In the usual notation, let C denote the set of complex numbers. For




 := Z∪ {} = {,–,–, . . .}
)
,
the generalized hypergeometric function pFq with p numerator parameters α, . . . ,αp and q




α, . . . ,αp;










n! = pFq(α, . . . ,αp; β, . . . ,βq; z)
(
p,q ∈N :=N∪ {} = {, , , . . .};p q + ;p q and |z| <∞;










αj ∈C(j = , . . . ,p);βj ∈C \Z–(j = , . . . ,q)
)
(.)
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⎩ (n = ),λ(λ + ) · · · (λ + n – ) (n ∈N). (.)
The generalized Lauricella series in several variables is deﬁned and represented in the








⎟⎟⎠ ≡ FA:B′ ;...;B(n)C:D′ ;...;D(n)
(
[(a) : θ ′, . . . , θ (n)] :
[(c) :ψ ′, . . . ,ψ (n)] :
[(b′ : φ′)]; . . . ; [(b(n)) : φ(n)];
[(d′ : δ′)]; . . . ; [(d(n)) : δ(n)];





(m, . . . ,mn)
zm
m!






(m, . . . ,mn)
:=
∏A
j=(aj)mθ ′j +···+mnθ (n)j
∏B′




















j = , . . . ,B(k)
)





j = , . . . ,D(k)
) (∀k ∈ {, . . . ,n});
are real and nonnegative, and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters a, . . . ,aA; (b(k))
abbreviates the array of B(k) parameters
b(k)j
(
j = , . . . ,B(k);∀k ∈ {, . . . ,n}),
with similar interpretations for (c(k)), etc.
In the course of study of hypergeometric functions of two or more variables, Srivastava
[, ], Buschman and Srivastava [], Grosjean and Sharma [] andGrosjean and Srivastava
[] established a large number of double and multiple series identities involving essen-
tially arbitrary coeﬃcients (see, for example, []). Later Jaimini et al. [] presented three
substantially more general multiple series identities involving similar coeﬃcients, one of
which is recalled here as in the following theorem (see [, Theorem ]).
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Theorem  Let (m) represent a single-valued, bounded and real or complex function of
the nonnegative integer-valued parameter m. Then we have
∞∑
m,...,mr=










(m + n)(μ + · · · +μr + n)m (μ)n(μ)n(α)n
xm+n
m!n! , (.)
provided that each of the series involved is absolutely convergent.






we arrive at the followingmultiple hypergeometric identity involving the generalized Lau-
ricella function deﬁned by (.) (see [, Equation (.)]):
Fp+:;;;...;q:;;;...;
(
[(ap) : , . . . , ], [α : , , , . . . , ] :
[(bq) : , . . . , ] :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;





(a)n · · · (ap)n







μ + · · · +μr + n, a + n, . . . ,ap + n;




For p = q = , (.) reduces at once to (see [, Equation (.)])
F:;;;...;:;;;...;
(
(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(b : , . . . , ) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;















Finally, if we use Kummer’s second summation theorem (see, for example, [, p.,












 (α + β + )]
[  (α + )][

 (β + )]
(.)
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in (.) when
x =  and b =

(a +μ + · · · +μr + ),
Jaimini et al. [, Equation (.)] established the following interesting reduction formula
for the generalized Lauricella function:
F:;;;...;:;;;...;
(
(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(  (a +μ + · · · +μr + ) : , . . . , ) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;








 (a +μ + · · · +μr + )]




α,  (μ + · · · +μr + );
]. (.)
Here, in this paper, we aim mainly at showing how one can obtain several interesting
reduction formulae for Lauricella functions from a multiple hypergeometric series iden-
tity (.). For this, we recall the following generalization of Kummer’s second summation























































( = ,±,±,±,±,±), (.)
where, and in what follows, [x] denotes (as usual) the greatest integer less than or equal
to x. The coeﬃcients A and B are tabulated below.
It is remarked in passing that Equation (.) was incorrectly attributed toGauss by Bailey
[, p., Equation .()] (see, for details, [, p.]).
2 Main reduction formulae
The eleven reduction formulae in the form of a single result to be established are given in
the following theorem.
Theorem  The following reduction formula holds true:
F:;;;...;:;;;...;
[
(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(  (a +μ + · · · +μr +  + ) : , . . . , )) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;

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Table 1 The coefﬁcients A and B
 A B
5 –(b + a + 6)2 + 14 (b – a + 6)
2 + 12 (b – a + 6)(b + a +
6) + 11(b + a + 6) – 132 (b – a + 6) – 20
(b + a + 6)2 – 14 (b – a + 6)
2 + 12 (b – a + 6)(b + a + 6) –
17(b + a + 6) – 12 (b – a + 6) + 62
4 12 (b + a + 1)(b + a – 3) –
1
4 (b – a + 3)(b – a – 3) –2(b + a – 1)
3 – 12 (3a + b – 2)
1
2 (3b + a – 2)




–2 12 (b + a – 1) 2
–3 12 (3a + b – 2)
1
2 (3b + a – 2)
–4 12 (b + a + 1)(b + a – 3) –
1
4 (b – a + 3)(b – a – 3) 2(b + a – 1)
–5 (b + a – 4)2 – 14 (b – a – 4)
2 – 12 (b + a – 4)(b – a – 4) +
4(b + a – 4) – 72 (b – a – 4)
(b + a – 4)2 – 14 (b – a – 4)
2 + 12 (b + a – 4)(b – a – 4) +




 (a +μ + · · · +μr +  + ))(  (μ + · · · +μr) – a –  +  )









(α)n(  (a +μ + · · · +μr +  + ))nn!
·
[ A










(  (μ + · · · +μr))( a +  – [  ])
· 
(  (μ + · · · +μr))n( a +  – [  ])n
]
, (.)
where  = ,±,±,±,±,± and, here, the coeﬃcients A and B can be obtained in
replacing a and b in Table  by μ + · · · +μr + n and a + n, respectively.
Proof The proof is quite straightforward. In fact, if we set x =  and b =

 (a + μ + · · · +
μr +  + ) in Equation (.), we have the following form:
F:;;;...;:;;;...;
(
(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(  (a +μ + · · · +μr +  + ) : , . . . , ) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;









(α)n(  (a +μ + · · · +μr +  + ))nnn!
· F
[
μ + · · · +μr + n,a + n;






Now, we observe that the F appearing on the right-hand side of (.) can be evaluated
with the help of generalized Kummer’s second summation theorem (.) in replacing a
and b by μ + · · · + μr + n and a + n, respectively. And, after a little simpliﬁcation, we
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easily arrive at the right-hand side of our main formula (.). The completes the proof of
Theorem . 
3 Special cases
It is easy to see that the special case of (.) when  =  leads to Equation (.) due to
Jaimini et al. []. Here we consider two interesting special cases of our main formula
(.). Setting  = – and  =  in (.), we ﬁnd Equations (.) and (.), respectively:
F:;;;...;:;;;...;
[
(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(  (a +μ + · · · +μr) : , . . . , )) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;













































(a : , . . . , ), (α : , , , . . . , ) :
(  (a +μ + · · · +μr + ) : , . . . , )) :
(μ : ); (μ : ); (μ : ); . . . ; (μr : );
(α : ); (α : ); ; . . . ; ;








 (a +μ + · · · +μr + ))






























Clearly Equations (.) and (.) are closely related to Equation (.). The other special
cases of (.) can also be obtained.
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